Think the era of “doing men’s ministry” is over?

So do we...

Pancake breakfasts and men’s rallies aren’t working like they used to. It’s time to stop “doing men’s ministry” and start discipling men to be authentic followers of Jesus Christ.

Based on twenty years of research and experience working with thousands of churches, the No Man Left Behind Model is the “backbone” of the discipleship process used in the Leadership Training Center’s training events for men’s leaders. Implementing the Model will revolutionize your ministry.

For example...

Did you know that every interaction your church has with any man is ministry to men? Retire the phrase “men’s ministry.” It’s not just about what happens when men are off by themselves. Instead, disciple your men right where they are – in co-ed Bible studies, on the worship team, coaching kids’ basketball, etc. Make all of them an intentional part of your discipleship process. We call this an All-Inclusive Ministry to Men.

Our Vision

Man in the Mirror’s vision is for every church to disciple every man. We are passionate about a reformation of men’s discipleship – to pave the way for millions of men to become disciples who lead powerful lives transformed by Christ.

“You then, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus. And the things you heard me say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others.”

– Paul, to Timothy, in 2 Timothy 2:1-2

Thousands of leaders and pastors have been trained in the No Man Left Behind Model. Here are just a few of their comments about Man in the Mirror training...

“How would you like...

84% more men in DISCIPLESHIP

48% more men in CHURCH

These are the results churches are seeing when they implement the No Man Left Behind Model.

Train your team today.

MANINTHEMIRROR.ORG

Serving Pastors
Training Leaders
Transforming Men
No Man Left Behind: 3 Ways to Train Your Leaders

1. The Conference
The No Man Left Behind Conference is our premier training opportunity. The Conference is divided into 18 teaching sessions, spread out over 2 ½ days, and interspersed with discussion, planning exercises, and consultation. You’ll receive 20 hours of training experience and work time, personal consultation with LTC faculty, free resources, a comprehensive course guide and planning tools, plus access to an alumni website where you can download your materials, handouts, and more.

In this dynamic, encouraging training, your team will learn how to:
• Create, capture, and sustain momentum among men
• Connect every ministry effort to one compelling vision
• Consistently provide men with a credible next step
• Maximize current efforts before creating new ones
• Implement a strategy that God can use to change men, marriages, families, and communities

Sessions Include:
• The Battle for Men’s Souls
• The Five Types of Men
• The No Man Left Behind Model Overview
• Developing and Communicating Your Vision
• Three Strands of Leadership
• Your Church’s Man Code
• Having an All-Inclusive Ministry to Men
• Identifying and Cultivating Leaders
… and many more!

How to Register:
For more information, please call one of our Ministry Consultants at 800.929.2536 or 407.472.2100. Also, watch a short video, find out about events, or register your leadership team on our website: www.maninthemirror.org

2. Essentials and Practicum
The No Man Left Behind Essentials and Practicum courses are 1 ½ day events, usually beginning Friday evening and ending Saturday late afternoon, that take the content for the 2 ½ day Conference and deliver it as two training opportunities, designed to be done sequentially.

No Man Left Behind Essentials
The Essentials course provides a comprehensive training on all the major components of the No Man Left Behind Model and is approximately 85% teaching and 15% discussion/application.

You will leave with the training, tools and game plan needed to begin developing an implementation plan in the weeks that follow the event.

No Man Left Behind Practicum
The Practicum course is designed as an intense, consultative and planning experience for leadership teams. The course provides an overview of the No Man Left Behind Model and then allows teams of leaders to work in conjunction with an LTC Trainer to address specific challenges and battlespots in their men’s discipleship efforts.

You will leave with a deeper understanding of how No Man Left Behind works in your church, as well as a plan that includes goals, expectations, gap analysis, a ministry calendar, and more.

3. Courseware
The Conference curriculum is also offered as a video-based, self-paced training program. The Courseware is designed to be done by a leadership team in a church over several weeks, either alone or assisted by a Man in the Mirror Area Director.

The content is divided into two manageable courses: No Man Left Behind Foundations and No Man Left Behind Methods & Tactics.

Foundations
This course introduces the No Man Left Behind Model and walks your team through the foundational concepts necessary to build a ministry approach that reaches every man in the church. Concepts include:
• how to build disciples, not workers; how to focus on men’s hearts rather than their behavior; how to improve the way a church communicates to men their value; how to figure out where men are spiritually; and more.

Methods & Tactics
Building on the Foundations, this course will help you adapt your current ministry efforts and create new ones that engage men in an ongoing, seamless process that develops disciples intentionally. The course will not leave your team with a rigid curriculum but rather a flexible strategy, custom-made for your church.

Additional LTC Recommended Resources

Pastoring Men: Patrick Morley speaks directly to pastors about what works and what doesn’t work with men.

No Man Left Behind: Drawing upon years of research and consultation, the authors offer a proven strategy that will help you disciple every man in your church.

On this page, you’ll find:
• The Conference
• Essentials and Practicum
• Courseware

Based on the No Man Left Behind Model, the No Man Left Behind training offered by Man in the Mirror is available in three ways to suit the needs of your church.

Training. Only Different...
Relevant. Too often, church doesn’t reach men where they are. We have to give men what they need in the context of what they want.

Practical. You’ll leave with realistic ideas and a game plan that you can begin implementing as soon as you get back to your church.